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Chapter 7:
Connecting Your Data, Technology, And Channel
Assets to Acquire More Customers
THE IMPORTANCE OF STRATEGICALLY MANAGING THE RETURN ON COMMERCIAL ASSETS
Revenue Operations requires the strategic management of assets that support revenue growth – things like data, content,
and digital technology infrastructure. We’ve gone from managing sellers to managing the selling systems that support those
sellers and enable digital buying. The balance has shifted, though both sellers and systems are still required.
Money and budgets are shifting from human capital to tools that make those humans more effective. The sales and
marketing technology portfolio has grown in scale, cost, complexity. Marketing budgets, for example, now spend more on
digital selling channel infrastructure and the content, operations, data and technology built to support that digital
infrastructure.
Growth leaders need better ways to address their customers and prospects. To acquire new customers, the operating
system must help sellers without overburdening them. It must rebalance channels appropriately to maximize revenue
yields and turn an organization’s owned digital infrastructure a competitive weapon.
The assets that support growth are extremely valuable. Customer data, digital channels, and the intellectual property of
sales (content, methods, product knowledge, and know-how) are among the most valuable commercial assets in your
business from a financial perspective. They include:
1.

People – Improve the return on your investment in your customer facing employees by focusing them on the right
actions, clients, and conversations, maximizing the time they spend engaging buyers, and optimizing your
organizational ability to ramp, ready, coach, and reinforce the selling behaviors and activities that create customer
value. “We focus a lot on our return on assets and the return we get on investment capital – which is north of 20% for
us,” reports Chris Downie, the CEO of Flexential. 128 “I think of our sales machine as a growth asset, and we invest in
developing our sales and channel resources and training them is central to our go-to-market approach and delivering
our value proposition to customers.”

2.

Customer data – Manage customer data like an asset and converting that data into commercial insights that drive
revenue and help reps in moments that matter (in real time). This includes unifying sales and marketing data sources,
transforming it to become useful, and translating it into insights that inform tactical actions that improve human
customer interactions. “Business leaders who fail to measure the value of their customer data assets are ignoring the
new business realities of the Data Economy and the economics of information in a 21 st Century Commercial Model,”
according to Doug Laney, the author of the book Infonomics. “Measuring a data asset’s contribution to income streams
and expense savings can justify budgets for its care and feeding and establish a minimum for the business value to
substantiate data investments to maintain and to monetize that data.”

3.

Digital selling technology infrastructure – Reimagine technology portfolios to connect the dots across the 20 or more
existing tools with your growth assets – data, content, people, technology.

4.

Selling content – Aligning all selling content around a consistent value story and go-to-market journey at every stage of
the customer journey regardless of the organization that creates or uses it. This includes consolidating, managing, and
aligning selling content with the customer journey – playbooks, training, thought leadership and validation content – to
support more relevant, compelling, and impactful engagement in human sales, customer success and demand
generation interactions. “If data is the oxygen that runs the modern growth engine, content represents the gasoline
required for combustion,” reports Bruce Rogers, author of Publish or Perish, A CMO Roadmap for managing the
Content Supply Chain. “Content is a valuable commercial asset because the 21st Century Commercial Model is
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increasingly centered around owned digital selling channels that rely heavily on timely, targetable, personalized, and
compliant content.”
After decades of digital innovation and investment, sales and marketing technologies have failed to live up to their
immense . Business leaders increasingly express frustration with the persistently low levels of adoption and utilization of
these technology assets. For example, most CRM implementations have lower than acceptable return on investment, less
than satisfactory user adoption, and significant unrealized potential according to research by the Sales Management
Association (SMA).22 Much like trying to drive a professional race car on local roads, most revenue-centric technology stacks
have ample unused functionality yet cannot even justify the current spend levels because of underperformance.
For sales, the issue has been the extraordinarily low levels of adoption by the customer-facing employees. Most sales
personnel struggle to put new sales methodologies into daily practices, input data into CRM profiles, execute the right sales
plays, and use expensive thought leadership content developed by marketing. For marketing, the issue is one of
accountability and teamwork since most stakeholders – CEOs, CFOs and CROs mostly – question the direct impact of
marketing activities as current application still don’t demonstrate clear justification for the investment. From a financial
perspective, measurable return on assets in both categories is historically low.
Data assets are also underutilized. Most organizations are not leveraging the first-party data within their CRM, Marketing
Automation, and Digital Marketing platforms to support business decision-making or drive measurable growth according to
an analysis by Forbes.14 Also, most selling organizations remain ineffective at leveraging AI and advanced analytics to gain
insight into seller effectiveness or buyer intent.
EXHIBIT XXX: THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCUTRE SUPPORTING THE SALES TEAM

The operations that support the technology infrastructure are not in great shape either. Content represents 41% of
marketing budgets according to HubSpot, yet 80% of organizations still plan to increase their investment in content creation
and delivery, including: guided selling, next-best-action, playbooks, recommendation engines, real time scripting, and
automated chatbots. These traditional content operations simply do not scale in a modern selling model, making them very
expensive. For example, the cost of localizing, targeting and personalizing a branded content asset in five market segments
is more than twenty times the cost of the original content asset according to the Forbes Publish or Perish study. Add new
digital channels and one-to-one segmentation at scale, and the cost curve accelerates dramatically. 67
If growth leaders expect to a reasonable financial return on their investments in analytics, digital selling technology and
content, the approach to managing the technology and data assets needs to change.
Jennifer Mauldin, the President and Chief Customer Officer of Inmar Intelligence reinforces the importance of using the
return on selling assets and the ability to support long-term sustainable growth as the metrics of success. “A key to making
smart investments ahead of the curve has been the focus from the board on down to the C-suite on sustainable growth and
the contribution of growth investment to firm value,” says Mauldin. “When we think of growth, we don’t think of growth at
all costs. Rather we look at prudent and sustainable growth. Put another way we look at growing firm value and the things
that contribute to that – intellectual property, innovation, and people.”
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The best way to improve the historically low levels of salesperson productivity, technology adoption and return on selling
assets is to develop an operating system to connect and coordinate your core selling CRM, Sales Enablement, Training and
Content Management, and selling systems in ways that simplify the day to day selling workflow, leverage commercial
assets, generate more consistent and scalable growth.
“When it comes to generating financial returns from commercial assets, Senior leaders need to demand, commit to, and
support the goal of leveraging sales analytics and automation as 'force multipliers' if they want to generate financial returns
from their investments in sales analytics according to Jeff McKittrick. “Without management commitment to providing the
right incentives, culture, and user experience to get salespeople to use sales automation and enablement technology –
levels of adoption of sales automation will remain low (under 20%),” reports McKittrick. “And salespeople will continue to
spend their time searching for information which takes critical selling time away from engaging customers – regardless of
the number of tools in the sales technology stack.”
Once senior growth leaders embrace a systems perspective, they can then provide clear strategic and financial criteria to
the selling teams that want to evaluate, consolidate, and evolve their growth technology portfolios. The roadmap for
building the operating system of Revenue Operations must come from the top. Three growth assets generate higher levels
of utilization and greater returns assets:
●

The customer relationship management, sales enablement, content and learning technologies that support selling

●

The direct, field and partner selling channels that engage customers in human interactions

●

The “owned” digital selling infrastructure that engage customers digitally
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HOW TO BETTER LEVERAGE CRM, CONTENT, AND LEARNING SYSTEMS

Customer relationship management, digital asset management, and training represent a significant portfolio of assets on
the balance sheet. Most organizations have 20 or more of these tools. And thousands of new solutions are being promoted
to them.
The problem is that these assets are under perform relative to what they are capable of and the financial impact that was
expected of them.
For example, CRM platforms are still largely being used as a backwards looking systems of record for selling. Adoption rates
remain low. Salespeople don’t love using it. Data entry is manual. Data quality is subjective. Data movement cumbersome.
So it’s no surprise that after 30 years most CRM implementations have fallen below managers' expectations in terms of
return on investment (63%) and adoption (62%) according to a survey of sales managers of conducted by the Sales
Management Association.2 By extension, the key measures of sales productivity – time spent with customers (34% of rep
time) and quota attainment (42% of all reps) – have not moved materially over that period based on a Salesforce.com
survey of 4,900 reps.18
The same applies to other elements of the sales technology stack. The digital asset management systems that store sales
plays are disconnected functionally and technically from the training and development systems that train them. Sales
engagement and conversational intelligence solutions aimed at arming reps with better insights bypass CRM systems those
sellers use. The content in these systems is under-utilized and not widely distributed. The data they generate is not being
used to inform executives or sellers about what they need to do next.
Growth leaders are under pressure to generate higher returns on and better utilization of these disparate and disconnected
assets.
Fortunately, sales analytics and artificial intelligence (AI) are accelerating the convergence of traditional sales enablement,
readiness, and engagement software categories in ways that will make front-line selling faster, simpler, and more
consistent. Individually, these solutions are automating and enabling critical aspects of the day-to-day customer workflow
– from finding content, to preparing for sales calls, to logging the results in CRM to responding to RFPs. Collectively, they
are fast becoming the core components of a “Revenue Operating System” that will revitalize legacy investments in CRM,
sales enablement, digital asset management, training software and the customer data. As a result, they create selling
outcomes that grow revenues, enterprise value, and profits.
The introduction of sales AI, combined with a dramatic shift to virtual selling and an emergence of massive new customer
engagement, activity, and conversational intelligence data sets has come to a tipping point. In the past few years, an
explosion in sales engagement data has become available to analytics teams from first-party website, email, calendar,
recorded sales conversations, contactless selling platforms, as well as third-party sources. AI is increasingly being used to
mine all this data with the aim of helping reps make better decisions and helping managers evaluate training needs, selling
priorities, and seller performance.
Business leaders are beginning to reimagine their technology stacks. New go-to-market models are centered around
platforms that aggregate, orchestrate, and deploy customer engagement data while still using CRM as an administrative
system of record. This process will be painful but necessary because the commercial technology portfolios of most B2B
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firms have grown to exceed 20 independent solutions and the revenue teams that must use them on a daily basis are
dealing with too many disconnected “panes of glass” and too much “tool fatigue”. “We’re living through an interesting
phase right now where we have a lot of disparate systems in the commercial technology ecosystem,” Greg Munster, the VP
of Global Sales Operations at Canonical in a recent panel on Revenue Operations, reflects. “It’s making things complicated
for the customers, for internal sellers, and the operations and enablement executives who manage those systems. It often
feels like we are working for the selling tools rather than the tools working for us.”
Interestingly, though not surprisingly, the change in buyer behavior is quickly rippling through the vendor landscape. A
wave of consolidation, mergers, and acquisitions in the sales and marketing technology sectors continues and is even
accelerating. You can see this happening in the rapid convergence of sales enablement (sales guidance), sales readiness
(sales training), and sales engagement (aka data-driven selling). There is no good reason these aspects of sales need to be
separate solutions from a day-to-day sales workflow and seller experience perspective. In the last 24 months, most of the
legacy sales enablement firms rooted in managing selling content and digital assets like Highspot, BigTinCan, and Showpad
have been developing, acquiring, and partnering with sales training and development solutions to combine sales readiness
with traditional sales enablement.
One of the major big underlying reasons that these sales enablement and readiness players are moving in the same
direction is they fundamentally support the same selling workflow and run on the same content and data.
●

Over the last decade these capabilities have expanded and overlapped because they support the same core dayto-day selling activities – target, prioritize, prepare, engage, follow up, report, and repeat.

●

These platforms also use the same content – sales playbooks, training content, product content, and selling
content – to prepare for meetings, practice the skills needed on the call, and communicate with the clients before,
during and after calls.

●

They also increasingly use the same data to run – all three activities are informed by customer engagement and
seller activity data. Much of this data is now drawn from actual presentations and conversations – via call
recordings or practice demo presentations by reps.

While all of the sales enablement players are acquiring the right capabilities and pointing their product roadmaps in the
right direction, there is still a long way to go. Big financial rewards await the sales leaders who can knit together end-to-end
platforms that effectively use AI and advanced analytics to deliver the speed, simplicity, and scalability to materially
transform the economics of selling and radically improve the experience of sellers and customers.
High performing sales organizations are using a new generation of AI-enabled tools to augment, automate, and leverage
their sales-support infrastructure assets to generate better sales outcomes and higher levels of frontline sales productivity.
They are using these advanced analytics tools to find practical ways to connect stranded sales support assets using five
sources of value creation outlined in this report. Specifically, they are:
1. RATIONALIZE THE REVENUE ENABLEMENT STACK - Most of the companies have invested in twenty or more selling tools
in an effort to automate and enhance the day-to-day selling workflow. These include the digital selling technology stack,
and all the customer data, selling content, methods, and IP your team uses to sell. In most organizations these assets are
severely underperforming because they are managed in too many different functional silos. Many operations and
enablement leaders are concerned about the complexity of this selling stack and the negative impact this “technology
mayhem” is having on selling costs, the seller experience and even sales rep attrition. Spending the time to evaluate the
sales technology portfolio and customer data assets will identify immediate ways to rationalize the technology stack to
eliminate waste, redundancy, stranded or non-performing assets. It will also help you streamline the seller experience and
improve adoption of productivity improving tools. Reduce duplication, disconnected apps, underutilized assets and identify
ways to improve value, impact, and seller experience.
Growth leaders are finding better ways to get far better performance from their large sales technology portfolios that
support training, coaching, content sharing, customer relationships and contract management. To do this, business leaders
should inventory, evaluate, and reconfigure their growth technology portfolio from the top down to focus on the hot spots
in the sales process. The best are growing productivity by over 50% while cutting costs by linking pieces of their legacy
growth technology stack into highly productive “ecosystems” that better support day-to-day selling.
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2. SIMPLIFY THE DAY-TO-DAY SELLER WORKFLOW - Perhaps the most important key to enabling human selling and
maximizing the return on investments in enabling technology is focus on simplifying the day-to-day seller workflow.
Experienced sales operations and enablement executives recognize the economics of simplifying the seller experience. They
understand the success of Sales Enablement is (still) about usability and adoption by frontline revenue teams.
“After implementing several sales enablement and CRM programs I strongly believe these technologies offer tremendous
potential to accelerate sales growth, multiply the return on selling assets, and create firm value,” notes Greg Munster, the
VP of Global Sales Operations at Canonical. “Unfortunately, most organizations have not yet realized the immense promise
of sales technology. A big reason has been the lack of focus on the seller experience and the usability, utility, and adoption
of the selling tools they deploy as a key strategic and operational goal of their selling technology deployments. The root
cause of these problems has less to do with the features and functions of the tools you buy, and more to do with how easy
they are to use and how well management supports them. This is particularly evident with CRM deployments but extends
to every other class of tool designed to help revenue teams become smarter, faster, and more effective. As a consequence,
the financial returns on most investments in salespeople, data, technology, and content fall well short of their potential by
any financially valid measure – Return on Assets, Return on Investment, sales productivity, and quota attainment.”
Any organization will see improvements in overall costs and the seller experience if they explore ways to simplify the dayto-day seller workflow and streamline the administration of data, technology, and content in their business. Solutions like
Highspot and Revenue.io are simplifying the seller experience into one pane of glass, one selling motion, one system of
record.
2. AUTOMATICALLY ENRICH, UPDATE AND AUGMENT CRM WITH UP-TO-THE-MINUTE CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT AND
BEHAVIOR DATA. Automatically augmenting CRM customer profiles with customer engagement and behavior data in real
time - Most (61%) high-performing marketers are developing a single view of the customer to direct targeting and inform
customer engagement programs across a variety of touchpoints, according to an analysis by Forbes. These common
customer and account profiles fuel an array of event-triggered Account Based Marketing, sales engagement, digital
marketing, and media communications across sales, marketing, services touch points. As the “clock speed” of modern
selling increases to keep pace with customer expectations, these triggers and alerts are happening faster and faster. In
many cases in real time.
To create these profiles, sales enablement teams are employing systems that are able to unify data from many touch
points, channels, and media interactions into a system of record that stores a common customer profile rather than keeps
data in independent engagement, enablement, training, and marketing systems. To ensure data-integrity and process
consistency, the best of these solutions automatically and immediately augment CRM systems, syncing customer
engagement and seller activity data without data entry by reps. As more and more business processes rely on the signals
from this profile data, systems that update profiles in periodic batches of even ten minutes can create interval problems in
a mature revenue enablement model. For example, Revenue.io integrates directly with Salesforce.com to automatically log
customer interaction data to enrich CRM files, read and write all data fields within CRM, offering a 360-degree view of the
customer and improving compliance.
“Many sales engagement and conversational intelligence tools use single streams of digital engagement and conversation
data to help sales reps with sequences, priorities, and outreach,” states Howard Brown, the CEO of Revenue.io, a business
that has helped hundreds of organizations leverage insights to grow. “The real value is created by combining conversation
data with other engagement data like marketing automation data, external intent data, and opportunity data in CRM to
help optimize or prescribe who sellers should be contacting, what actions they should be taking to deliver the best results,
and what skills they need to be developing.”
3. ALIGN SALES ENABLEMENT, DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT, AND SALES READINESS INTO A SINGLE SELLING MOTION.
Advances in analytics are converging the sales enablement, readiness, and engagement software categories into a single
end-to-end platform. Sales operations, training and enablement managers are assembling these capabilities to create a
closed-loop feedback system that integrates planning and prioritization (before the sale) with action and engagement with
the buyer (during the call) with reinforcement and coaching (after the fact). They are combining the core sales enablement
capabilities of delivering the right content to the right seller at the right time in the right context with training and
development capabilities, thus improving sales readiness before calls and evaluating skills based on actual performance.
They use these insights to target microlearning and reinforcement and address skill gaps and in-the-moment sales needs.
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4. SIMPLIFY THE DAY-TO-DAY SELLER WORKFLOW - Perhaps the most important key to enabling human selling and
maximizing the return on investments in enabling technology is focus on simplifying the day-to-day seller workflow.
Experienced sales operations and enablement executives recognize the economics of simplifying the seller experience. They
understand the success of Sales Enablement is (still) about usability and adoption by frontline revenue teams.
“After implementing several sales enablement and CRM programs I strongly believe these technologies offer tremendous
potential to accelerate sales growth, multiply the return on selling assets, and create firm value,” notes Greg Munster, the
VP of Global Sales Operations at Canonical. “Unfortunately, most organizations have not yet realized the immense promise
of sales technology. A big reason has been the lack of focus on the seller experience and the usability, utility, and adoption
of the selling tools they deploy as a key strategic and operational goal of their selling technology deployments. The root
cause of these problems has less to do with the features and functions of the tools you buy, and more to do with how easy
they are to use and how well management supports them. This is particularly evident with CRM deployments but extends
to every other class of tool designed to help revenue teams become smarter, faster, and more effective. As a consequence,
the financial returns on most investments in salespeople, data, technology, and content fall well short of their potential by
any financially valid measure – Return on Assets, Return on Investment, sales productivity, and quota attainment.”
Any organization will see improvements in overall costs and the seller experience if they explore ways to simplify the dayto-day seller workflow and streamline the administration of data, technology, and content in their business. Solutions like
Highspot and Revenue.io are simplifying the seller experience into one pane of glass, one selling motion, one system of
record.

Hitachi Vantara Connects The Dots To Simply the Seller Experience
Hitachi Vantara provides a good example of how growth leaders can “knit together” the various pieces of their
technology portfolios to automate, simplify, and speed up selling by addressing the major hot spots in the selling
process.
The sales operations team at Hitachi Vantara led by Jeff McKittrick and Jim Blum, focused their efforts on connecting
these six dots into what they called a Digital Selling Platform. When they pulled all these pieces together and aligned
them to address these six “hot spots” in the selling process, they were recognized as the “Sales Operations Program of
the Year” by Forrester/Sirius Decisions.
“This may sound complicated. But it doesn’t have to be according to Jeff McKittrick who led the initiative. “When it
comes to technology people tend to over think things,” shares McKittrick. “In reality, knitting together a highly profitable
and productive portfolio of selling technologies is not rocket science. But it does require hard work, teamwork, and
leadership. But there’s definitely a cookbook – and the recipe for success is pretty straightforward.”
“One key is to apply the “80/20 rule” and not let perfect get in the way of profitable,” he continues. “Most B2B sales
teams struggle with the same fundamental things. Research with sales operations executives consistently identify the
same five or six problems or “hot spots” in the sales process that hold salespeople back. These include finding the right
product, solution, and selling content to meet customer expectations. Getting quick and easy access to competitive
information and customer references to support the deal. And getting help finding and preparing proposals, pricing, and
RFPs.
Other key points of friction include delivering training and readiness resources to sellers then need it in the context of
the selling situation. This reduces the time required to prepare for sales calls with guidance and opportunity
prioritization.
Research by the Sales Management Association Simplifying, automating, and streamlining the seller workflow as the top
drivers of CRM adoption and return on investment. According to the research, the top three drivers of CRM adoption are
1) ease of use (95%), 2) ease of data input (93%), 3) assistance in pipeline management (93%), 4) and establishing CRM as
the single source of sales information (93%).2
“It’s not easy to connect these dots across the day-to-day seller workflow and create results,” says Jeff McKittrick. “Just
straightforward. The most difficult part of stitching together the different pieces of the sales portfolio to create a sales
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experience that delivers the right tools, information, and resources at the right time are a) leadership, b) change
management, and c) taking a team approach to tailoring it to your process.”
According to McKittrick, there are five keys to connecting the dots across the revenue enablement technology portfolio
to build a Digital Selling Platform that creates value:
1.

Take a top-down approach to technology: Sales leadership needs to agree to take a “top down” approach to
evaluating the entire sales and marketing technology portfolio with value creation and capture in mind. This
does not require a “tsar” with a fancy title. Rather an individual or team tasked with determining how all the
pieces in the sales technology portfolio play together to create firm financial value.

2.

Identify the key points of leverage and failure in your sales process: “Our Sales Operations, Sales Enablement,
and Content Operations teams worked together to conduct a technology stack assessment and rationalization
analysis,” reports Jeff McKittrick, who led the team that established the Digital Selling Platform at Hitachi. “First
we conducted a sales activity analysis – a qualitative and quantitative survey of the entire revenue team. This
allowed us to identify the top five to six “hot spots” in the seller workflow and focus our sales technology
portfolio on the places we needed to better leverage, automate, enable, and support these specific hot spots.”

3.

Rationalize and focus the technology portfolio: To rationalize and focus the technology portfolio at Hitachi
Vantara, McKittrick’s team conducted a top down assessment of the twenty plus tools in the technology
portfolio to zero in on the places they needed to better leverage, automate, enable, and support these specific
hot spots. “Our tech stack rationalization analysis identified many disconnected or duplicate capabilities, and
technologies that were not supporting sales because they were either not being used or were not useful,”
reports McKittrick. “This saved us a surprising amount of money when you added up all the cost of
administering many redundant tools in many different functional silos.”

4.

Fill critical gaps with best in class tools: In parallel, we conducted a gap analysis to prioritize capabilities and
tools that needed to be upgraded to fill in the areas our technology was not effectively supporting the key sales
hot spots,” McKittrick continues. “For example, we added sales engagement tools to our roadmap to provide
better opportunity prioritization and guided selling to salespeople because pre-call planning was taking up so
much of their time.”

5.

Leverage digital adoption solutions to multiply utilization. “In the final step of our evolution to a digital selling
platform, we focused on better utilizing the solutions we already had or getting rid of them, McKittrick
continues. “We measured user adoption by connecting all the critical tools and capabilities to a digital adoption
software package that makes it easy and fast to discover and use all the tools available to them. This proved to
be a simple and highly profitable exercise. We learned that while we had “pockets of adoption” across the
revenue team, no single sales rep or manager was aware of all of the tools we already had. More importantly,
from a business case and value perspective we realized that a little adoption goes a long way when it comes to
leveraging selling tools and resources. In our experience a two-fold increase in adoption will yield a five to tenfold return on existing technology, content, and data assets.”

1.

EXHIBIT XXXX: ALIGIGNING THE TEHCONLOGY STACK WITH THE MOST COMMON POINTS OF FAILURE IN THE
DAY TO DAY SELLING WORKFLOW
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“The only way to truly simplify and streamline the seller workflow is for every solution in your stack to connect with
every tool or platform in the selling workflow,” he continues. “But we have to partner and integrate with CRM and the
other core platforms in this ecosystem like competitive intelligence and platforms that generate contracts, RFPs and
selling documents. It’s important to recognize that CRM is where sellers need to live and represents the foundational
platform and system of record for sales teams. If a rep has to use ten panes of glass to do their job that is not the best
way to support, enable and empower them. You have to simplify that so they are only using one or two panes of glass
and can do most of what they need to do in CRM and the other platforms they actually use on a day-to-day basis like
Outlook, Gmail or a tablet to access all these things.”
“The elegance of assembling a Digital Selling Platform is that it provides sales operations executives a rare “win-win-win”
initiative that is popular with the sales force, politically practical, and financially sound. Assembling the various nonperforming pieces of the sales technology stack into a Digital Selling Platform gave us quick wins in terms of advocacy
from the sales team and success stories. We also got very high returns on investment because a small increase in
adoption will yield a large return on growth assets. From a strategic perspective, the platform helped us address digital
buying behavior and the increased cadence of virtual selling by enabling virtual, remote selling and “new school” digital
selling channels. Politically the program improves the impact and effectiveness of expensive legacy CRM infrastructure
and reinforces its role as the system of record and single source of truth driving the sales process. Finally, the “connect
the dots” approach gave us a systematic way to generate every increasing returns by continuously improving the
consistency and performance of the selling system through a series of incremental gains and “micro disruptions” that
avoid the change management issues typically associated with commercial transformation projects.
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3. HOW TO IMPROVE SELLING CHANNEL EFFECTIVENESS

The emergence of “4D”– digitally enabled, displaced geographically, data-driven, and dynamic – selling channel systems
has dramatically impacted the way organizations manage and optimize the performance of their selling channels. It has
reconfigured the budgets and infrastructure that support selling. CFOs have cut or shifted funds that previously went to
sales travel, real estate overhead, entertainment, and events. They are moving them into technology and training that
leverage and enable sales reps in digital channels. That shift has created more free time (take away travel), adoption of
digital selling (100% of sales calls were digital in 2020), and visibility (almost every sales conversation is recorded). And the
results have proved you can effectively sell big ticket, B2B, experiential offerings in a virtual setting without face-to-face
engagement. “B2B selling organizations learned they can get 50% higher engagement, speed of response and productivity
from their sales reps at lower costs by incorporating virtual selling channels into their commercial model,” according to
Micheal Smith, a managing Director of Blue Ridge Partners.
Research from the Wharton School of Business reveals the response to the displacement of employees is leading senior
growth leaders to make shifts in the go-to-market investment mix:
●

97% of organizations are changing their go-to-market strategies

●

Over 80% have cut business travel and event budgets

●

Most are making work-at-home or work-from-anywhere policies the status quo

●

About half are cutting field sales forces

●

81% are increasing investment in digital technologies to improve market coverage and client engagement

●

And 88% agree the pandemic represents a big opportunity to change the way they reach and engage customers.

This has had a profound impact on the economics of selling. The financial impact on 4D selling – combined with a revolution
in sales technology and analytics – can exceed the mass adoption of direct and tele web channels that led to a
transformation in selling two decades ago. In the 1990s channel innovators like Dell, IBM.com, GEICO, and Charles Schwab
reduced the cost of selling more than two fold by migrating lower value PC, software, insurance and financial transactions
from expensive field sales reps to less expensive direct channels.
B2B selling organizations can achieve similar or greater gains if they choose to fully embrace the potential of commercial
transformation. AI-enabled service automation, virtual assistants, contactless selling, and conversational intelligence tools
can significantly improve the cost, effectiveness, and experience in virtual, direct, and physical sales channels. In the short
term, these tools automate sales tasks, guide sales decisions, leverage agent time, and capture sales conversations for
analysis, prioritization, and personalization. For those willing to innovate, 4D selling offers even greater untapped potential
to harness the power of readily available, but not broadly applied, technologies– including AI, AR, 5G communications and
haptics – to truly transform the selling experience.
Over time, AI tools will create even more value by helping virtual sales reps assess customer sentiment and intent and build
trust in the absence of non-verbal cues and body language according to Raghu Iyengar, Professor of Marketing at the
Wharton School of Business. “Advances in Artificial Emotional Intelligence (AEI) are going to allow for more nuanced
reactions to human emotions. The market for these technologies is estimated to grow to $41 billion by 2022, and emotional
inputs will create a shift from data-driven IQ-heavy interactions to deep EQ-guided experiences, giving brands the
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opportunity to connect to customers on a much deeper, more personal level,” according to Iyengar. “Companies that
carefully plan for how Perception AI, which covers the gamut of sensory inputs including voice, vision, smell, and touch, can
complement their offerings will find a competitive edge.” Emoshape, for example, has developed a special purpose
processing capability that synthesizes emotion into the voice of automation, leading to more empathetic interactions with
customers and higher customer satisfaction.
Sales travel, events, and offices are not going to disappear from the selling formula. Every organization is going to refine
this model based on their competitive situation, buyer preferences, and go-to-market model. But our experience tells us
that a data-driven 4D selling channel system can generate sales productivity gains of over 50% with cost reductions of 10%
compared with traditional field sales.
These performance gains will come from three primary sources: migrating repetitive tasks and transactions to more digital
channels, automating selling processes where possible, and augmenting the value of each interaction.
EXHIBIT XXXX: THREE WAYS TECHNOLOGY CAN ENHANCE HUMAN SELLING CHANNELS

1.

Migration, which involves moving expensive selling interactions from high cost field sales channels to lower cost
call center, digital, and “contactless” selling channels. For example a fully-loaded field sales visit can cost more
than $1,000, while a call center interaction costs well under $100. It is possible to move less important interactions
to low cost, low touch or even no touch channels. Many customers even prefer it. Channel migration is like
weeding a garden. You can continuously improve channel performance by finding ways to move more and more
customers interactions online and taking advantage of AI-enabled contactless selling innovations like self-service
chatbots, contactless selling platforms, and recommender engines.

2.

Automation, which involves saving customer-facing employees time and eliminating tasks in the day-to-day selling
workflow, is also an opportunity. It does have more limitations though. It’s hard to automate sales because the
process is nonlinear, unstable, and constantly changing by definition. Sellers can choose to spend the free time
automation creates golfing or selling more. Still, the general consensus that only a third of seller time is spent in
front of the customer has not changed in so long, it has become a law of nature. Thus, freeing up time to sell more
is always an opportunity.

3.

Augmentation, which helps sellers add more value in selling interactions, is by far the biggest opportunity. Arming,
training, and coaching sellers so they can add more value in sales interactions has the largest economic impact in
terms of revenue per rep, deal size, price and margin realization, customer lifetime value, relationship equity, and
differentiating the customer experience. There are dozens of ways a better system can aid sellers in selling value,
telling better stories, executing the selling motion, and focusing time on the most profitable opportunities.
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Commercial leaders are leveraging technology to optimize the cost, effectiveness, and experience in virtual, direct, physical
and partner sales channels by:
1. AUTOMATING DIRECT SALES AND SERVICE CHANNELS – Keeping up with changing customer preferences for speed,
complete answers, and relevant content are regarded as the top service challenges, according to our survey of sales
managers and effectiveness professionals. 82% of service executives believe they must transform their customer service
operations to remain competitive in the face of growing volumes of customer engagement and service cases in direct
channels, a continued shift to remote buying, and the evolution from products to SaaS and subscription services.20 A
growing number of organizations are looking to AI-enabled service automation, virtual assistants, contactless selling, and
customer service automation tools to cost effectively manage increased transaction volumes, while also delivering a high
quality customer experience. They are using AI Virtual Assistants to screen, qualify, adjudicate, coach, and even script
conversations in real time. For example, Narrative Science, SalesWhale, and Cogito are popular tools that use engagement
data to provide in-call guidance and narration. Revenue.io, Tact.ai, and Zoovu are tools that use combinations of
conversational intelligence, chatbots, and automation to boost agent productivity and effectiveness. Customer Success
Platforms like Gainsight and Totango help agents protect and grow customer relationships by connecting the dots across
customer engagement and activity data sources to actively monitor customer health changes and proactively head off
problems and churn.
2. ENABLING VIRTUAL “4D” SALES REPS WITH TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY – Field sales reps have had to master virtual
selling since work at home and the shelter in place mandates were instituted earlier this year. At the same time, the volume
of sales interactions on videoconference platforms like Zoom and Microsoft Teams has grown thirty-fold since the
pandemic began. All of this puts pressure on sales organizations to develop virtual sales channels and transform their
commercial models to dramatically increase visibility, engagement, speed, and productivity. Sales leaders are using
conversational intelligence tools like Revenue.io, as well as sales engagement platforms like SalesLoft, Xant.ai and
Outreach.io to simultaneously increase transparency into sales calls, create insights that improve decision-making and
customer engagement, and highlight opportunities to tune and improve selling skills.
3. OPTIMIZING DIRECT TO CUSTOMER CHANNELS – The majority of customers prefer to engage in online channels for
service, including: chat (81%), text (78%), social media (71%), and mobile apps (82%).20 Leaders are enabling digital
conversations across touchpoints with interaction management platforms like Podium that connect webchat, text, and
messaging into a seamless customer experience. Chatbots from providers like Drift, Conversica, Ada, and HubSpot Sales
Hub are being deployed to answer questions, share information, and book meetings without an agent getting involved.
Today, fewer than a quarter of service agents are using AI assistants, guides and chatbots like these in their day-to-day
operations. 18
4. MIGRATING SALES AND SERVICE INTERACTIONS AND TRANSACTIONS TO LOW-TOUCH AND NO-TOUCH CHANNELS .
Migrating selling interactions from high cost field sales channels to lower-cost call center, digital, and contactless selling
channels is not new. But the economics are compelling. IBM migrated $8.6 Billion in transactions from their vaunted “blue
suit” direct sales channel to what they called a “tele-web” channel. In doing so they reduced selling costs by 40%, saved
$1.86 Billion in hard dollar service costs, improved customer satisfaction, and grew sales at 50% while cutting thousands of
“blue suit” field sales reps from their selling roster. Migrating interactions to digital channels is a never-ending process as
more and more customers move online, and new AI enabled technologies make more types of transactions. AI enabled
innovations like self-service chatbots, contactless selling platforms, and recommender engines allow more interactions. As
more millennials and B2B buyers are asking for 100% no-touch buying experiences, channel migration is the gift that keeps
on giving. The percentage of sales through digital channels has doubled from 2018–2021 according to research by the Duke
Fuqua School of Business. For example, even firms that deal with heavy equipment like Ryder System and United Rentals
are migrating hundreds of millions of dollars of sales to low-touch and no-touch channels. Over the last several years John
Gleason, the EVP of Sales at Ryder has successfully adapted his commercial model by shifting sales coverage of smaller
transactions and clients to a call center. “When I joined Ryder, we had zero inside salespeople,” says Gleason.119 “Now
Ryder has 170 inside salespeople and they tackle one of the biggest issues - used vehicle sales. Ryder is the largest seller of
used trucks in North America and most customers are small accounts with under three trucks. Today, 35% of all those
vehicles are sold by our inside sales team with higher productivity, better customer satisfaction, and lower costs. When I
gave small accounts (under three trucks) to inside sales, our customer retention rose from 50% to 72%, our CSI (Customer
Satisfaction Index) went up 400 basis points, and our cost dropped in half.”
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5. AUGMENTING AND ENHANCING SELLER PERFORMANCE BY PROVIDING GUIDANCE AND COACHING THEY NEED “IN
THE MOMENT” "The biggest opportunity for technology and systems to improve selling performance, by far, is enhancing
the value of a sales interaction,” according to Marcus Jewell, the Chief Revenue Officer of Juniper Networks.116
“Augmentation rules everything. That’s where we are seeing the biggest gains. We’re still a belly-to-belly selling system –
we sell deals up to $120mm – so you have to have human interaction. But there are many ways you can make those sellers
better in ways that impact margins, total contract value, seller effectiveness, and can differentiate the buyer experience
(which is our number one goal).”
Sales reps that use AI in selling are almost 5 times more productive, according to a Salesforce.com survey of 4,900 reps. But
for most organizations the potential of analytics remains underleveraged in frontline selling. Half of sales reps cannot get
the access to data they need. Only a third are using analytics to prioritize and qualify leads. “There is more data around the
revenue stream available than ever, but without the right analytics and ability to get the selling insights quickly to front line
sellers at the pace of business, it’s all just noise,” says Jeff McKittrick. “Operations teams need to mine that stream of
customer engagement data to uncover the right signals of buyer sentiment, intent, and objections to help expensive sales,
customer success, and sales engineering resources perform at their best in live selling conversations.”
Corey Torrence, Managing Director of Blue Ridge Partners, reiterates the importance of providing front line customer-facing
employees real time coaching and guidance at scale. “To make the greatest use of scarce time we must equip sellers with
better information about where the buyer is positioned in the buying cycle and meet them there with the information,
content, and plays the buyer needs much faster.”
In his book Team of Teams, General Stanley McChrystal emphasizes the critical importance of speeding up communications
in the face of rapidly changing market and customer buying behavior.135 He advises sales leaders to dramatically increase
the cadence of communications from weekly to daily updates to real time (if possible) to ensure critical decision-making,
coaching and prioritization information cascades down quickly to sellers at the edge of the organizations who must make
fast decisions and engage customers with the right messages and solutions at the right time.
Christian Smith, CRO of Splunk is pushing this team to better connect the various solutions in his enablement ecosystem to
find ways to deliver the right sales plays and training assets more prescriptively to reps in real time. “Today the selling
assets are all there,” reports Smith. “Our team can find what they need because it’s all in our playbooks, which are all in our
CRM system, and also in our knowledge portal. But you have to go and get them, which is optional, self-service, and manual
to some degree. And nothing is driving you to do that. We're not effectively suggesting what you should do next. I think
we're missing the opportunity to drive that consistency. For example, a rep is at a particular sales stage and they're going to
go look at a list of activities such as workshops they can conduct, or whether to do a business value assessment, or a data
source assessment. These are important things that we do. But the rep has to actually click to expand it and ask themselves
should I do those things? Then they have to go somewhere else to learn about them. And then go watch a bunch of videos
to figure out how do you actually present these the right way.”
Sales enablement platforms like Highspot are using advanced analytics and AI to analyze content consumption, buyer
engagement, and seller activity data from many sources to recommend content, visualize engagement with stakeholders in
key accounts, and build customer engagement metrics that quantify account health.
Augmenting And Enhancing Sales And Service Channels With Real Time Data Driven Selling Guidance And Coaching
The mainstream application of AI in sales– fueled by the emergence of massive new customer engagement and seller
activity data sets – provide unprecedented potential to augment the performance of front line sellers. These twin
developments represent the most significant opportunity to accelerate sales growth since the scale adoption of call
centers (40 years ago), CRM (30 years ago), and digital channels (20 years ago) in sales.
Leading sales organizations like HPE and Cvent are connecting the dots across their sales and marketing technology
portfolios into data-driven algorithmic selling ecosystems that dramatically improve the ability of sellers to deliver value
in calls.
These strategies take advantage of the rapid emergence of very large and rich sets of customer engagement data to
support the development of algorithms that recommend next best actions, coach reps on how to sell value, and
ultimately influence customer sentiment and intention to buy.
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For the past three decades, most sales data sat in CRM systems and was manually entered and not very complete or
useful. And most marketing data was locked in digital marketing systems and was not shared with sellers. But in the past
few years, there has been an explosion in customer engagement and seller activity data that has become available to
analytics teams from four core data sources:
•

Exchange data – Sales solutions providers have become adept at capturing and analyzing the email and calendar
data of sales and service agents from exchange servers, Microsoft Teams, and collaboration systems like Slack.
This data augments CRM account and opportunity data to create a much richer picture of buyer engagement,
seller activity and pipeline health.

•

Content data – Most organizations are now systematically tracking content distribution, engagement and
consumption with buyers and prospects from digital asset management, sales enablement, or marketing
automation systems. The data this content distribution creates is like tracer bullets that map buyer engagement,
flesh out buyer teams and signal buyer intent.

•

First party data – Most organizations have robust owned digital sales infrastructure to engage customers online.
These include websites, blogs, mobile apps, marketing automation, ecommerce, social media, and email
platforms. These platforms have now incorporated automated data entry, data capture AI, lead scoring, Natural
Language Processing (NLP), and revenue acceleration technologies which allow them to capture a much higher
percentage of this data in CRM systems or Customer Data Platforms.

•

Recording conversations – Perhaps the most valuable customer data set to emerge in the last 10 years is the
ability to record, transcribe, and analyze customer conversations in phone calls and videoconferences at scale.
This type of data is commonly called conversational intelligence. The percentage of inbound and outbound sales
and service calls that are being captured and digitally recorded has grown 100-fold in the past several years with
the scale adoption of collaboration platforms like Zoom, AI guided agents, contactless selling and conversational
intelligence tools. As an illustration over 200 million participants interact using the Microsoft Teams
collaboration tool in a single day.10

This customer engagement and seller activity data is quickly becoming like oxygen in sales. It is available to any
organization that wants to use it. And it can breathe life into the revenue engine. [“It does not take an army of PHD
data-scientists to capture, organize and monetize this data,” according to Howard Brown, the CEO of Revenue.io and a
pioneer in conversational intelligence. “Yet only a surprisingly small fraction (under 5%) of organizations actually do. This
is gold right at the surface.”]
Unfortunately, much of this data exists in many different systems because each solution generally has its own data set.
This creates data silos. For example, many popular sales engagement and conversational intelligence tools use single
streams of digital engagement and conversation data to help sales reps with sequences, priorities, and outreach. But
they don’t natively integrate with CRM so that data can be combined and used to support other use cases like coaching,
guidance, and performance measurement.
Customer data that exists in a silo has limited value. If you are trying to augment and align your marketing, sales,
support, and success teams to deliver the best possible experience for your buyer, as well as your seller - then you will
benefit from a full picture of the information that led to that phone call. Sellers need to know things like how many
support tickets and issues the customer has, and whether the way they answer questions indicates fear, interest or
ambivalence. Managers need to know what reps are really great at, what value they can create in their conversations,
and where they need training. Those are the keys to deliver more revenue, more sustainable growth, and a happier
customer base.
Growth innovators are using AI to “connect the dots” between these massive new sales engagement data sets to the
four ways they create immediate value: delivering better channel performance, resource allocation, people
management, measurements, and product channel readiness.
EXHIBIT XXX: CONNECTING THE DOTS BETWEEN SALES ENGAGEMENT DATA AND BUSINESS VALUE
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[“What’s critically important that people don't understand, is sales reps need insights that are actionable in real time.
That is the big difference maker,” reports Howard Brown, the CEO of Revenue.io. “As the “clock speed” of modern selling
increases to keep pace with customers’ expectations, the triggers, prompts and alerts that inform front line sellers need
to happen faster and faster. In many cases in real time.“]
While that seems complicated, it is actually very doable. Exhibit XXX provides a blueprint for using advanced analytics to
connect your engagement data augment and enable front line sellers. The engagement data outlined in this blueprint
already exists – or is right below the surface – inside most organizations. The beauty of today's tools and the
democratization of technology is that you can quickly can “mine” the gold beneath the surface in your organization by
making it feasible to pilot real time seller guidance and one-to-one coaching at scale. It also makes the change
management involved fairly minimal. And measurement is quantifiable because the system generates some pretty
robust metrics from these data sets that proves what works and what doesn’t. This makes it easy to look at the
performance of that pilot group against other performers across your organization.
Using advanced analytics to create and capture value in these four ways can dramatically improve the historically low
returns on sales assets – including people, data, technology, and content.
For example, HPE, which sells software and services to large enterprises across 150 geographies, found better ways to
combine sales force automation, analytics, and AI enablement coaching from Revenue.io with a legacy Salesforce.com
and call center technology to dramatically improve seller engagement, productivity, speed, and visibility. This
combination of capabilities removed many of the obstacles facing the inside sales reps tasked with local presence selling
in critical geographies. As an outcome these inside reps were able to generate 400% more sales opportunities in their
calls. “Revenue.io helps our Inside Sales teams make more dials and increase our connection rates,” said Clark, “While
providing a market-leading platform to drive greater sales.” Dana Clark, Director of WW Inside Sales Processes, HPE
Cvent was able to increase the productivity of their Sales Development Reps (SDRs) by over 20% without sacrificing call
quality by enabling a collaborative coaching culture using conversational intelligence to help manager monitor and coach
reps in real time. “The ability to listen to reps’ conversations in real time allowed Cvent sales managers to spend more
time coaching and less time waiting for a rep to identify a meaningful call and listen in,” according to Jen Schlueter,
Senior Manager of Strategic Projects and PMO at Cvent.44
Senior growth leaders must force themselves to look past this background noise. CXOs must provide their sales
operations and enablement teams clear strategic and financial criteria to help them evaluate, consolidate, and evolve
their growth technology portfolios. This requires a “top down” roadmap for building a “Revenue Operating System” that
generates more growth and profits from commercial assets – which include data, technology, content, and digital selling
channel infrastructure.
To put your operations team on a path to enabling real time selling guidance and one-to-one coaching at scale, you need
to show this blueprint to any current or prospective sales enablement or engagement solutions providers as a test. If
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they are the right partner for the long term, they should be able to answer these questions about their ability to enable
real time data driven selling guidance and coaching:
1.

Can you help us get control of the four core sources of customer engagement and seller activity data that
already exist in our business - CRM, conversational commerce systems, Marketing and Sales Enablement?
Right now, most organizations are not fully leveraging the first party data they have resident within CRM,
Marketing Automation, and Digital Marketing platforms to support business decision-making or drive
measurable growth.

2.

Can you provide real-time guidance at the “moments that matter” in the sales process? Giving reps access to
the right guidance via prompts, alerts, and active guidance based on what is actually happening “during the
game” has a much bigger impact than the “post-game film reviews” typically provided by conversational
intelligence solutions.

3.

Can you help our managers coach reps during sales calls? Properly integrated, your intelligence, engagement
and enablement platforms give managers the ability to coach sales reps “during” sales calls instead of before or
after. This is a better way to deliver coaching than offline sessions simulating sales conversations or traditional
“ride alongs” where much of the time is spent between calls and meetings. It also lets you apply your
management and expert resources in situations where they can do the most good - helping to close a sale,
create differentiation or save a customer.

4.

Can you give us a complete picture of what works and what does not? Combining data from sales readiness,
enablement, engagement and conversational intelligence solutions provides a “multi-threaded” picture of how
well your training, reps and playbooks perform. Measuring the performance of sellers, coaching, and the
training and playbooks they are coached on in one closed loop system gives managers the ability to reinforce
what is working and focus on fixing what isn’t.

5.

Can you deliver signals of buyer intent or churn from marketing to our reps? Every organization spends a high
percentage of their budgets on websites, blogs, mobile apps, earned media, contactless selling and email
marketing platforms and programs. These platforms generate the lion’s share of customer engagement in your
company. AI solutions can get these valuable signals of opportunity, intent to buy, or churn to your sellers so
they can act on it.

6.

Will your solution enable our CRM system as a practical and forward looking system of record for revenue
intelligence? From the perspective of sales enablement professionals and the sales reps they support, if the
customer data doesn’t exist in CRM - it doesn’t exist for all practical purposes. Keeping the data in CRM as the
system of record is important because sellers need to have a simple and consistent selling motion - and CRM is
always at the center of their day to day workflow. They cannot be going to different systems or “panes of glass”
to find out things about their customers. And they cannot find out too late about critical signals and insights
about the customers they are speaking to. Any conversational intelligence or “revenue intelligence” solution
you buy must improve your overall data integrity by enhancing profiles in CRM to create a single source of real
time customer intelligence. Advanced AI solutions should be able to update Salesforce.com CRM completely,
automatically, and in real time – making sure conversations are recorded and formatted to conform to the datastructures used in CRM.

7.

Can you help us improve data integrity and save sellers time by automatically recording and updating
customer data records? Selling has become more data-driven as almost every customer interaction, selling
campaign, and marketing program in your business is informed by customer insights. This has placed such a
premium on clean, complete, and up-to-date customer data that many sales executives tell us they are
compensating their sellers for their data hygiene. One of the best ways to improve the integrity of your
customer data is by automating the call logging, data entry, and data compliance reps used to do manually in a
meaningful way. In particular, the platform ensures that all of the interaction data goes into CRM completely
and immediately. This is important because more and more of the programs, coaching and alerts that run your
selling operations are happening in real time to keep up with the pace of buyers.

A good example of a solution provider that is doing all four these things is Revenue.io. Over the last 8 years, they has
built an end-to-end RevOps platform that uses AI to connect the dots across the entire sales and marketing technology
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ecosystem to help front line revenue teams to prioritize, prepare, and execute effective sales calls. The platform combine
customer engagement data from actual seller conversations with CRM, exchange data and third-party buying signals to
create a complete picture of seller activities, behaviors, and conversations. And they integrate with other key assets in
the growth technology ecosystem – CRM, sales enablement, videoconferencing – to share information and take
advantage of insights generated in those systems.
Unlike many promising applications of analytics to grow revenues, this one is not a “bridge too far.” Every organization
has the fundamental data to get started – recorded conversations, content consumption by clients, CRM and exchange
data from email and calendars. And any organization should be able to leverage this customer engagement and seller
activity data they already have to pilot real time guidance and coaching at scale in 60 days if their CXOs demanded it.
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HOW TO MAXIMIZE THE IMPACT OF OWNED DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Most organizations have built a large array of owned digital channels – including e-commerce, websites, blogs, mobile
applications, email marketing and social media – to address the rising desire of buyers to learn, shop and buy online. This
combination of customer-facing technologies collects enormous amounts of first-party customer engagement data –
including buying signals from new and existing customers and behavior that communicates unmet needs or pending
attribution.
This digital selling infrastructure is a large capital and operating investment that commands most of your growth resources
yet rarely shows up as a discrete budget item. Marketing organizations will micro-manage media spending with marketing
mix models that give them a nominal sense of whether their shrinking media budgets are driving hard dollar revenues. At
the same time, they completely ignore the fact that their digital selling infrastructure and the people who man and
provision them represent perhaps their largest growth asset—and that asset is underutilized and underperforming in most
organizations relative to its potential.

What is Digital Selling Infrastructure?
Most sales and marketing organizations engage customers through an array of digital channels. These include ecommerce, websites, and blogs. They also include mobile applications that explain products, deliver information, stream
services and assist in purchasing. But any digital sales or marketing touch point that engages customers, collects “first
party” data about them, and is owned by your organization qualifies as digital selling infrastructure. That definition
applies to expensive marketing automation platforms like HubSpot, Adobe (Marketo), or Pardot that engage customers
using email marketing and other digital touch points. It also includes platforms that monitor and communicate using
social media like Sprinklr. AI enabled service chatbots and “contactless selling” software like Podium that communicates
automatically with customers via text are also key components of this infrastructure. The digital selling infrastructure
needs to be fed with content to answer questions, generate “earned” media traffic, and provide reasons to contact
clients and prospects. To drive “earned media” traffic to these channels, organizations will have staffs of people and
agencies focused on generating content that manipulates search rankings and drives people to visit and engage. This
portfolio of customer-facing technologies collects enormous amounts of customer engagement data that communicates
interest, unmet needs, purchase intent or pending attribution. This portfolio of technology is also very expensive. When
you add up all of the spending associated with these assets - they represent a significant capital investment. Likewise
when you add up all the programs and people associated with running and feeding this infrastructure – it can be a
quarter or more of your operating budget for growth. A big issue facing managers is that the digital selling infrastructure
is a large capital and operating investment that rarely shows up as a discrete budget item. It has many owners. And lives
in many functional silos.

The size, breadth and mix of capital investments and operating expenses needed to build, support and run the digital selling
infrastructure are enormous when you count all the digital, technology, content and owned marketing channels that have
emerged. Companies now spend more of their marketing dollars on “owned” marketing and media than on “paid” media
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programs from places like Google, Facebook and digital media. Programs like account-based selling and propensity to buy
modeling are replacing the traditional marketing campaign program.
These far more targeted activities draw upon a significant amount of data captured within the owned digital infrastructure.
It’s disappointing that “owned media” is rarely a budget consolidation category, because not utilizing it this way prevents
these programs from fully reporting results as part of marketing spend or forces their exclusion from most fully-loaded ROI
models.
Much of the owned infrastructure is bought and managed by the marketing function. Consequently, this infrastructure
frequently falls into the silo trap and becomes disconnected from the technical, process and data perspective of sales and
service teams. 62% of organizations are not leveraging first-party customer data from existing CRM, web analytics, and
marketing technology systems in marketing planning and measurement, 14 and only 32% of sales reps report they use
marketing automation systems in their day-to-day selling.18
To monetize these platforms organizations must blend advanced analytics, with marketing content, and high degrees of
sales and marketing integration to accelerate enterprise selling and redefine the customer journey. Account Based
Marketing is a great example of a program that connects dots across the sales, marketing and service ecosystem.
Economics is another hurdle. Any program that tries to monetize these valuable first-party data assets should have an
extremely high return on investment. Unfortunately, the economics of monetizing customer-facing technologies are
compelling in theory but not yet well understood. The value chain spans too many functional business units and budgets to
allow any single manager to make the business case. This ambiguity exacerbates the perception that Marketing cannot link
its results to tangible sales results. Conventional waterfall and siloed marketing funnels of MQL and SQL metrics are archaic
and generally gone, so we need a new dashboard approach to make the economics of owned infrastructure clear.
“Data is the new oil, and we are big believers in that because our tech captures a Iot data,” says David Rabin, VP Global
Commercial Marketing, Lenovo in a recent interview with Wharton Business School as part of the “Markets in Motion”
research initiative on evolution of the commercial model.37 “I believe we should be able to measure 70% of what we do. I
can measure the basics - registrations, engagement, activity, attendance - in media and events. But there is a 'moat' around
marketing - there is still a human factor between marketing engagement and the sales outcome - because a sales rep has to
receive that lead, and code it into CRM, and give credit to a marketing action and verify it converts. The problem we as
marketers face is the same as our clients. There are thousands of solutions out there who can help us with that problem 47 new vendors - but we have no capacity to deal with tools that can help us, we simply can’t get to them."
This is the real reason marketers like to hide behind front-of-the-funnel “vanity metrics” like web site visits, downloads,
sales qualified leads (SQLs), and engagement to justify their investments in digital marketing, media and technology: the
vast majority of inbound digital marketing interactions (95%) are anonymous because you cannot tell whether it is a
prospect, customer, Russian spy, or even a robot that is engaging with the business. That means if a company spent $10 in
fully-loaded owned and paid marketing expense to get an anonymous inquiry, they really spent $200 for that inquiry. Add
in the capital expense of maintaining the digital marketing infrastructure that supports that lead flow, and expense rises
even more.
The real value of customer-facing technology is realized when an organization has a system for identifying more of the leads
coming in digitally and getting that information to a human who can convert it into value, either by winning a deal,
improving the customer experience, or saving an angry customer from leaving. “The Revenue Operating System paints a
clear picture of the state of your selling system,” says Viral Bajaria, the Founder of 6Sense.70 “There are the places where
the data exists, and the places where the data needs to be used. First-party data has a lot of richness. The problem is it’s
disconnected from CRM. So CRM data becomes stale. Often it is the least up-to-date system, because nobody goes in to
update historical information, and there is a lot of incomplete data in it. Some people try to bypass the system – but
ultimately if you want to have salespeople use marketing signals from your websites and third-party signals of intent – you
are going to have to get that data into CRM – that’s why we put so much emphasis on cleaning data, eliminating bad data,
filling missing data gaps in data. That’s where the ROI Is.”
Mike Diorio, the Director of Sales Operations at Gimbal / true[X], reinforces the simple fact that sales reps need a single
system of record to simplify their selling motion and execute more advanced programs like Account Based Marketing. “I
constantly tell our sales team, if it’s not in CRM, it does not exist. Sales forces need a single system of record and workflow
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to be successful,” says Diorio. “For us, Salesforce.com is our all-encompassing truth, and everything a rep does needs to be
captured there in order to have proper visibility and reporting.”
A range of solutions have emerged that offer sales leaders practical ways their organizations can start to connect these
stranded customer-facing technology assets to the five sources of value creation outlined below.
1. INCORPORATING DIGITAL MARKETING DATA IN CUSTOMER PROFILES AND FRONTLINE SELLING SYSTEMS - Customer
Data Platforms like Snowflake. Blueshift, and Openprise are automating the process of pulling data in from digital channels
and touchpoints – including E-commerce, Marketing Automation website, mobile, blog, social, and text interactions – so it
can be used to help sales and service teams in client conversations, decision-making and offers. Revenue Operations
platforms like Revenue.io automatically augment CRM profiles with data from marketing.
2. LEVERAGING DATA FROM CONTACTLESS SELLING TECHNOLOGIES WITH SALES, MARKETING, AND SERVICE TEAMS –
Several solutions are leveraging the customer engagement data created in contactless selling platforms, including chatbots
and AI-guided digital assistants, social media, text, and messaging platforms. Sales Engagement Platforms like Xant.ai and
HubSpot Sales Hub are using data from chatbots to append customer profiles and provide guidance to sellers. Customer
experience platforms like Sprinklr and Interaction Management Platforms like Podium are extracting insights from social,
text and messaging interactions that make up a growing portion of customer contact so they can be used to inform sales
and service actions.
3. SHARING DIGITAL MARKETING DATA WITH SALES AND SERVICE TEAMS - Marketing Automation Platforms like Adobe
Marketo, Oracle Eloqua, SAP eMarketing Cloud, and Saleforce.com Pardot have the potential to unify and integrate their
suites to share data across sales, marketing, and service functions. For example, SAP offers its customers a Customer Data
Platform, Emarsys, that makes it fast and easy to unify customer interaction from all three of its functional solutions – SAP
Sales Cloud, eMarketing Cloud, and Service Cloud platforms.
4.. ENABLING ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING PROGRAMS TO OPTIMIZE ACCOUNT COVERAGE - Many B2B organizations
are adopting a variety of sophisticated Account Based Marketing (ABM) or Account Engagement Platforms from 6Sense,
Demandbase, and Terminus that apply digital, targeting, and personalized marketing practices to improve sales productivity
and key account development. These platforms help them blend advanced analytics, with marketing content, and high
degrees of sales and marketing integration to accelerate enterprise selling and redefine the customer journey. ABM is a
great example of a program that is much better described and managed as a system that connects dots across the sales,
marketing and service ecosystem rather than a narrow technology category. For example, 6Sense uses AI and analytics to
analyze buyer engagement data from many different sources to support day-to-day selling by revenue teams. They
orchestrate prospect and customer engagement data across many systems. They map that data around account structures
to make it much easier to develop, cross, sell up, sell and penetrate their best customers. They integrate that data with
profiles in CRM. They augment that data with third party data that holds buying signals and identifies anonymous visitors.
This is helping growth leaders to leverage their huge investments in sales, technology, CRM, and content management and
enablement systems.

Monetizing the Digital Marketing Infrastructure With Selling Teams Using Account Based Marketing
Most business-to-business organizations are adopting sophisticated Account Based Marketing (ABM) programs that
apply digital, targeting, and personalized marketing practices to improve sales productivity and key account
development. These strategies blend advanced profile and account matching analytics and third party account
information and signals with marketing content, and high degrees of sales and marketing integration to accelerate
enterprise selling and redefine the customer journey.
Marketers are investing a lot of money in Account Based Marketing systems and programs. Research from ITSMA
suggests B2B CMOs are spending over a quarter (28%) of their marketing budgets on Account Based Marketing
programs. The Duke CMO Survey reports marketers are now investing more money in Customer Relationship
Management than they are in Branding. Those numbers may be exaggerated but it’s safe to say businesses are spending
a lot of money on ABM programs.
Investing in ABM makes sense. Enabled by advanced analytics, these strategies promise to more fully leverage
technology and data, better connect marketing effort to key account sales, and more seamlessly integrate marketing and
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sales processes. “I define ABM as the new name for the age-old practice of intensely studying the customer and applying
that meaningful insight to the development of masterfully choreographed sales and marketing plans,“ reports Melinda
McLaughlin, the CMO of Extreme Reach who took ownership of her company’s ABM strategy. “What is entirely new and
exciting, however, is that our toolkit for activation of those plans is exponentially more diverse. Then, because many of
these new tactics are digital, our actions return data that help the team better understand what is working and what isn’t
so we can adapt, swerve, and/or pivot in near real time.”
Even though ABM focuses on key account selling, it’s a truly cross functional program. More often than not the data and
resources are owned by marketing operations. This is because marketing controls most of the growth assets that make
these programs run – notably the martech stack, demand generation programs, the customer interaction data they both
produce, and the marketing content that fuels them. But these assets alone won’t ensure success. CMOs need to be very
smart about how they execute because ABM programs have many moving parts and face the same headwinds as every
other sales and marketing collaboration in history.
“The end state vision where data and technology enable one sales and marketing motion looks really good on
paper” reports Jaime Punishill, the CMO of Lionbridge who just assumed command of his company’s ABM program. “But
when you get into the details of enabling ABM, most CMOs are in need of a GPS to help guide them through some pretty
significant points of failure, scale and leverage. For example, if sales and marketing want to work together on a common
customer journey they will need to define and agree on common objectives, processes, incentives and shared
accountability. The way B2B firms have historically measured marketing funnel vs. sales pipeline and leads will have to
evolve dramatically to support a seamless customer journey and the complexities of engaging many stakeholders using
many touchpoints across a large number of accounts.”
Managers executing ABM programs too often fall into the trap of defining them as a “technology”. Analysts reinforce this
belief that the technology does all the work, and solution providers do little to dispel this notion. The reality is a
successful ABM program takes a high degree of coordination between sales and marketing and service. “If you go with
what the analysts say Account Based Marketing (ABM) is the category that we play in right now,” says Viral Bajaria, the
Chief Technology Officer and Founder of 6Sense.70 “But that doesn’t tell the full story. They say account based
marketing, but in reality we help marketers and sellers and customer success teams. Our mission is to provide a hundred
percent visibility into accounts, activity, and opportunities across the entire revenue cycle. So any person in marketing,
sales, or customer success can use this information to develop customers – whether that’s new revenue, keeping existing
revenue or upselling the current customer base.”
An ABM program will take anonymous digital marketing signals from the web site or mobile apps, identify them with
clients and accounts based on the master account structure, and ideally communicates those signals to human sales and
service reps using CRM as the system of record. On an outbound basis, sales reps need to be comfortable that marketers
are communicating the right things to their clients. There is plenty of room for crossed wires and confusion. One sales
enablement executive complained that marketing operations brought in an ABM solution without working with sales.
The vendor trained sales reps to use the triggers from their platform, instead of the approved process of managing all
customer engagement data within Salesforce.com. Reps were confused. Money was wasted. Adoption was poor.
Another problem is that the economics of ABM, while compelling, are not well understood. Over 95% of inbound digital
marketing interactions are anonymous to the degree an account rep does not know their customers are engaging with
the business. That means if a company spent $10 in fully loaded owned and paid marketing expense to get an
anonymous inquiry, they really spent $200 for that inquiry. Add in the capital expense of maintaining the digital
marketing infrastructure that supports that lead flow and it’s even more expensive. The real value of ABM is it makes all
of that investment pay off by identifying more of the leads coming in digitally and getting that information to a human
rep who can convert it into value. Winning a deal or save an account from leaving. Conventional waterfall and siloed
marketing metrics fail to make this economic formula clear.
Growth leaders should focus on four keys to success to ensure their ABM strategies generate results in terms of firm
value and financial performance:
1.

Make scalability the core strategic objective of ABM technology investment;

2.

Evolve performance measurement from marketing sourced pipeline to customer engagement metrics;
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3.

Improve how fast and efficiently your organization shares customer data and insights;

4.

Establish a common economic purpose for long-term investment in ABM assets with sales and finance.

Focus on Scalability – Scalability is a critical goal of ABM because high quality account relationship management is very
resource intensive. ITSMA Benchmarks suggest that it costs $36,000 per account to deliver highly personalized 1:1
service to an account because it involves high value human interaction. Those unit economics won’t scale across
hundreds or thousands of accounts unless technology dramatically changes the cost structure of targeting, servicing, and
developing accounts. “For ABM investment to really pay off it needs to scale. We’ve won awards from ITSMA for the
“white glove ABM” we were able to provide our clients when we concentrated our human sales efforts on a few of our
largest customers. With our pivot to the broader enterprise market, the challenge is to use technology, process and
personalization to deliver that level of personalized service to thousands of stakeholders in thousands of
accounts,” reports Mike Marcellin, CMO of Juniper Networks. “I started investing in ABM a few years ahead of the curve
because I saw it as fundamental to our growing focus on enterprise and solutions marketing – where our future growth is
going to come from. We had to change from our traditional focus on selling equipment to a few select carriers to selling
to many, many more enterprise accounts, with thousands of stakeholders and long tail (subscription) relationships. To
become more scalable, we have done many things: building a data science team to increase our focus on advanced
analytics needed to build a customer data repository to support ABM at scale, ensuring we have a state-of-the-art
martech stack, and massively ramping up our demand generation efforts.”
Make customer engagement the measure of success. Many B2B CMOs believe that the traditional measures of sales and
marketing effectiveness based on the demand unit waterfall model – Marketing sourced pipeline, Marketing Qualified
leads, Sales Qualified Leads – are flawed. These metrics lead to constant challenges from sales and finance. They waste
precious energy on documenting who gets credit instead of improving account profitability. They also make it difficult to
reconcile interactions with many individual stakeholders into a coherent picture of account potential, profitability,
penetration and customer lifetime value. Robin Matlock, the CMO of VMware suggests the unit of measurement for
ABM needs to evolve from traditional marketing sourced pipeline and MQLs to customer engagement and account
health. Ravi Viswanathan, CMO, Tata Consultancy Services, who is in the second year of his ABM execution echoes this
perspective “Our ABM initiative is focused on customer centricity – the celebration of our customer’s growth &
transformation journey, the success we have jointly achieved and the amplification of the amazing work that our
customers are doing in their respective organizations on the wider Business 4.0™ canvass. The focus on driving the AAA –
Awareness, Articulation & Amplification strategy – with the customer at the center of it and leveraging the myriad
investments TCS has made around the enterprise ecosystems is providing higher levels of customer relationships and
constantly enhancing the brand reputation of TCS as a thought leader.”
Accelerate the sharing of data and customer insights. Modern marketing produces customer data that allows
marketers to identify trigger events that signal buying intent, flag inquiries from important influencers within accounts,
and make decisions about next best actions based on past customer behavior. However, the window of time your
organization has to act on that data is small – gated by customer time, attention and expectations for response. This
makes speeding data and decisions about an opportunity from the source (e.g. a web site, an algorithm in marketing) to
a customer facing employee who can act on it (e.g. a relationship manager or customer service rep) a critical value driver.
Academic research by the Marketing Science Institute (MSI) has proven the ability of an organization to generate,
disseminate and respond to market intelligence – called Organizational Knowledge Sharing – has a quantifiable positive
effect on firm value and financial performance in terms of profits, sales, and market share.
Establish a common economic purpose for investing in ABM assets. According to Jaime Punishill, “Sales and Marketing
have historically been separate functions with separate goals and KPIs. But seen through the eyes of the customer there
is only one customer journey and one aggregated setoff interactions they have with a firm. For ABM to work, marketing
and sales will need a common economic purpose and financial incentive if they are going to collaborate around a
common customer journey.” Agreeing on a common financial goal to support the execution of ABM strategies is critical
but can be tricky. ABM programs require more capital investment than conventional marketing campaigns. So CMOs
must build a multiyear investment roadmap to support building out the analytics infrastructure, technology, content, and
owned marketing channels required to support ABM, while at the same time balancing short-term demand generation
tactics to drive sales. The most financially valid business cases will treat ABM as a “force multiplier” that dramatically
improves the utilization of these growth assets by taking significant human labor sales preparation, content
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personalization, and marketing program execution. Maximizing the return on growth assets can unlock significant firm
value growth assets like salespeople, data and content are severely and persistently under-utilized. For example: Sales
reps still spend most of their time not talking to customers, data is not fully leveraged, Marketing content is not utilized,
and most CMOs don’t believe technology is replacing their marketing staff any time soon.
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